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Requirements of the complex exam

a) Branch of studies: Philosophy of Law

Theses:
1. Current ethical and legal concepts (relating to capacities of the parties, determinants of moral and legal status) cannot adequately regulate Techno-Creation for reproductive and research purposes.
2. Techno-Creation requires re-conceptualisation of autonomy in reproductive sphere.
3. European and International Law frameworks restrict required scope of the re-conceptualisation of reproductive autonomy.
4. The Ethics of Techno-Creation should be deontological rather than ontological.
5. The concept of moral dignity supports deontology of the ethics of Techno-Creation.

[More theses can be added. The exam shall not include less than 5 theses.]

b) Literature:


15. Roberto Andorno, ‘The dual role of human dignity in bioethics’ Medicine, Health Care & Philosophy Published online: 16 December 2011.

[More literature can be added. The exam shall not be based on less than 15 academic sources. At the selection of the relevant literature, please pay attention that at least 3 and at most 5 monographs and at most an additional 12 shorter sources shall be indicated.]
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